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Abstract 
 

Off-road vehicle performance, such as vehicle mobility, maneuverability, and traction performance is generally affected by the pneu-

matic tire-off-road terrain interaction. Modeling of such cases is usually based on empirical and semi-empirical solutions, which have 

limited applicability in real situations due to their inherent weaknesses. In this study, numerical simulation of the dynamic mobility of a 

rigid wheel on a deformable terrain is performed through a series of transient nonlinear dynamic finite element analyses with the use of 

the finite element code ABAQUS (v. 6.13). The dynamic interaction of a rigid wheel with the underlying soil during off-road vehicle 

travel is simulated. The effects of the vertical load carried by the wheel, the tread pattern, the longitudinal and lateral tread parameters, 

and the slip ratio of the wheel on the wheel performance are investigated and useful results are extracted. The numerical results reveal 

that the effects of the tread pattern particularly tread depth and the terrain constitutive properties, such as soil cohesion can be of high 

importance for the general wheel response.  
 

Keywords: Tyre-Soil interaction; Rigid wheels; Drucker-Prager 
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1. Introduction 

 The ability of tracked and wheeled vehicles to traverse 

certain types of deformable soils is of main importance. In 

order to properly understand and accurately model the behav-

ior of a rolling wheel on a soft terrain, the dynamic interaction 

between the wheel and the soil has to be taken into account. 

Due to the large number of parameters controlling this phe-

nomenon, assumptions have to be made in order to obtain 

computationally reasonable results. Therefore, simplified 

models have been developed in the past to simulate the rolling 

response of a wheel interacting with a deformable terrain. The 

dynamic nature of the wheel–soil interaction combined with 

the kinematics of the moving vehicle which involves large 

displacements makes the problem complicated, the solution of 

which necessitates the use of advanced numerical methods, 

like the finite element method. The study of the wheel soil 

interaction gives more accurate results which lead to reliable 

and economical design of the vehicles moving on deformable 

terrains. 

In this study the indentation and rolling behavior of a rigid 

wheel is considered. The steady state response of the wheel-

soil system subjected to quasi-static loads will be estimated. 

Two soil failure criteria are implemented to account for the 

soils bearing capacity for large deformations. The cases of 

laterally and longitudinally treaded wheel are examined, and 

their results are compared to those of the treadless wheel. Use-

ful conclusions have been drawn from the results of this study. 

However, it is observed that the wheel-soil interaction phe-

nomenon is complicated and further research needs to be 

made to identify the most important parameters and the way 

they influence the response of the wheel-soil system. 

 

2. Literature Review 

The response of a rolling wheel on a deformable soil can be 

described by a pressure–sinkage relationship and a shear 

stress–normal pressure relationship. The methods developed 

for modeling of a vehicle’s mobility can be classified into 

three categories: empirical (semi-analytical) methods, analyti-

cal methods and numerical methods. 

 

2.1. Empirical and Semi-Analytical Methods 

In order to predict motion resistance of a rigid wheel on soil, 

Bekker [1] assumed that the radial terrain reaction at all points 

on the wheel–soil contact surface is equal to that under a plate 

penetrated to the same depth according to the relation: 
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The various parameters (kc, kφ, n) can be obtained by the re-

sults of plate penetration tests; however, these are non-

invariant parameters which are highly dependent on the size 

and the dimensions of the plate and the soil specimen. It is 

noted that kφ and kc are dimensions dependent on the value of 

n, also a shortcoming of the model. The angle θ is shown in 

Fig. 1. 

The shear stress-displacement relationship, proposed by Ja-
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nosi and Hanamoto [2] and obtained from shear tests, can be 

expressed for homogeneous soils as follows: 

 

      /
tan 1 e
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This equation is successfully applied for soils not exhibiting 

a hump in their shear stress–shear displacement diagrams, 

such as loose sand, saturated clay, dry fresh snow and most of 

the disturbed soils. Various relations for the shear displace-

ment jd have been proposed in the literature. For soils which 

are exhibiting a hump two distinct categories were identified 

by Wong and Preston-Thomas [3] and respective relations 

have been proposed. 

 

Wong and Reece [4] proposed Eq. (3) for a driven wheel, 

which is the most widely adopted: 

 

      1 11 sin sin      d sj R i    
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where is is the wheel slip ratio, defined as: 
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Eq. (3) is obtained by integrating the slip velocity in the 

contact region from the initial point of contact with the soil, 

identified by the angle θ1, to the current angle θ and by assum-

ing a constant slip ratio. 

Wong and Reece [5] also studied the performance of towed 

rigid wheels. The normal stress distribution is calculated as: 
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Where k1, k2 and n are considered to be pressure-sinkage 

constants. Wong & Reece (1967b) used Eq. 2 for the shear 

stress- shear displacement relationship, where the shear dis-

placement is taken from Eq. 3 for the rear region and from the 

following Eq. 6 for the front region:  
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Concluding the performance of rigid wheels on deformable 

soils depends largely on the soil properties. Three main cate-

gories of soils are described in [3] according to their shear 

stress-shear displacement diagram. In the first category, by 

increasing the shear displacement the shear stress also increas-

es up to a certain maximum and then continuously decreases. 

In the second category the shear stress increases up to certain 

pick and then decreases up to a constant value where by fur-

ther increasing the shear displacement no variation of the 

shear stress is occurring. The third category refers to soils for 

which Eq. (2) is applied and respective equations for the first 

two categories have been produced. 

The vast majority of the empirical relations presented in the 

literature are extensions and/or modifications of the aforemen-

tioned basic approaches. However, in this study only the most 

widely used are mentioned. When the normal and shear stress 

distributions around the wheel are known, the resultant soil 

reactions (motion resistance, traction force, resisting moment, 

terrain vertical reaction force, drawbar pull, etc.) can be calcu-

lated by appropriate integration of the stress distributions. 

 

2.2. Analytical Methods 

To provide a physical basis for the form of the equations, 

analytical methods were developed. These methods are corre-

lating the normal pressure and vertical displacement with in-

variant parameters. Some researchers developed one of the 

first analytical relationships correlating the average ground 

pressure p with the sinkage z through soil bearing capacity 

factors. However, this equation is of limited applicability, 

mainly due to the fact that the normal stress under a plate con-

tact area depends on the maximum pressure and not on the 

average ground pressure. 

Lyasko [6] proposed an analytical model with four basic 

invariant parameters, (soil cohesion c, internal friction angle φ, 

soil unit weight γ, and dynamic Young modulus E) which can 

be given or measured for any terrain by using classical soil 

mechanics or routine test methods through hand held instru-

ments. The normal pressure is given as: 
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where D1, D2, ω, ξ are dimensionless parameters. 

Some difficulties exist with this method, such as the inabil-

ity of accurately measuring soil characteristics like the hard-

pan depth (the thickness of the upper layer of the soil which 

can be deformed under loading). 

Hambleton and Drescher [7-8], presented a different ap-

proach and studied both the indentation and the rolling re-

sponse of rigid wheels on deformable terrains. They proposed 

the so-called inclined force method and the inclined footing 

method. Limitations also exist within these methods, mainly 

for frictional soils, since they assume that the soil behaves as 

an elastic-perfectly plastic material and that the wheel-soil 

contact area can be considered equivalent to a flat rectangular 

surface with area determined purely by the vertical displace-

ment into the soil.  

Analytical equations relating the shear stress-normal pres-

sure have been also developed; however they will not be pre-

sented here, since the three already mentioned semi-analytical 

methods are fitting to an acceptable degree of accuracy most 

of the experimental results available in the literature review. 

 

2.3. Numerical Methods 

With the increase in computing power, most of the re-

searchers have focused on developing three dimensional mod-

els that can deal with complicated wheel-soil systems. Differ-
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ent numerical methods have been developed (e.g. the finite 

element method (FEM), the discrete element method (DEM), 

the smooth particle hydrodynamics method (SPH), etc.). 

Within the first two methods, parts are described as an assem-

blage of elements, either interconnected at certain nodes 

(FEM) or as discrete elements (DEM). For the SPH method 

there is a centroid element which is being affected by the sur-

rounding elements within a certain radius. Combining these 

methods is the best way to exclude their various assumptions 

and shortcomings, particularly these related to increased com-

putational effort. 

The tire-soil interaction has been already studied by a num-

ber of researchers. Shoop [9] used a nonlinear Drucker-Prager 

Cap Plasticity model which allows for the incorporation of the 

triaxial compression and triaxial tension of the soil material. 

An assumption generally accepted is that tyres with relatively 

high inflation pressure rolling on soft terrains behave virtually 

as rigid wheels. Chiroux et al. [10] modeled the interaction of 

a rigid wheel with a deformable terrain using again the nonlin-

ear Drucker-Prager Cap Plasticity model and observed that the 

soil tends to rebound after the passage of the wheel. This ob-

servation was also slightly noticed by the authors in the results 

of the current study. 

Hambleton and Drescher [7-8] studied the response of a rig-

id wheel while being indented and rolling on deformable soil 

respectively. The soil is modeled as an elastic-perfectly plastic 

material and the effects of varying wheel aspect ratio on the 

sinkage and required horizontal force are demonstrated. In 

Bekakos [11] a rigid wheel with only longitudinal and only 

lateral tread patterns interacting with a nonlinear Drucker-

Prager soil material is being studied. It was shown that larger 

shear stresses are developed in the case of lateral treads, in 

relation to the longitudinal treads. 

 

Figure 1. Rigid wheel in contact with soft soil 

 

Figure 2. Reference configuration of the model used for the numeri-

cal simulations 

 

3. Numerical Modeling 

3.1. General 

The indentation and the rolling response of a rigid wheel in-

teracting with a deformable terrain are modeled numerically 

using the finite element code Abaqus 6.13. An explicit inte-

gration procedure was implemented by using Abaqus/Explicit, 

since it allows for a solution which is less computationally 

expensive and less susceptible to errors (e.g due to excessive 

element distortion, etc.), especially when adaptive meshing 

rules are used. Symmetry conditions were assumed about a 

plane normal to the road; thus only one half of the model was 

created. For the indentation model two steps were used; in the 

first step the gravity was applied at the soil, and in the second 

step a predefined sufficiently small velocity was applied on 

the wheel for a given time duration. Regarding the rolling 

wheel model again two steps were used, where in the first step 

the gravity was applied and in the second step a vertical force 

and a horizontal velocity were imposed at the center of the 

wheel in appropriate time instants, such that the wheel rotates 

with constant velocity under a constant vertical load over a 

given time period. 

 

3.2. Geometry 

The model is comprised of a 3D rigid wheel with diameter 

d and width b and a deformable road. The road was 3.0 m in 

length, 0.5 m in height and 1.0 m in width. Different aspect 

(i.e. wheel width to wheel diameter) ratios were set in the 

model. As a starting case, a wheel with b/d=0.3 was created. 

The road was partitioned appropriately, so that in the areas 

closer to the surface and to the rolling region the mesh was 

finer; the mesh was coarser in regions far from the wheel. The 

wheel was located 0.74 m in front of the starting point of the 

soil so that sufficient space was left from the wheel contact 

patch for the development of stress and deformation. The in-

clusion of a fillet around the edges of the wheel was mandato-

ry in order to avoid numerical instabilities caused by sharp 

edges on the circumference of the wheel. Rigid wheels with 

only lateral and only longitudinal tread patterns were consid-

ered. In the former case the lateral tread was added as an extra 

rigid part and by using a tie constraint, the elements of the 

tread were tied with the elements of the wheel. In the latter 

case the longitudinal treads were created by “cutting” region 

out of the initial rigid wheel. The configuration of the model 

used in the current paper is presented in Fig. 2. 

 

3.3. Parameters 

For the indentation process purely cohesive and purely fric-

tional soils were studied, while for the rolling procedure and 

specifically for the frictional soils the cohesion was set suffi-

ciently larger to avoid numerical instabilities of the analysis. 

For the indentation, the cohesive soils were defined with φ=0
o
 

and dimensionless cohesion c/γgd=1.25 and for the frictional 
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soil with a friction angle of φ=45
ο
 and dimensionless cohesion 

c/γgd=1.25 x 10
-2

. For the rolling process and for the cohesive 

soils the soil parameters were identical to the indentation pro-

cess while for the frictional/cohesive soils the friction angle 

was φ=45
ο
 and the dimensionless cohesion was set to 

c/γgd=0.25. For the indentation process the wheel was prede-

fined with a velocity boundary condition to move vertically 

until it reaches the maximum dimensionless sinkage s/d=0.1. 

For the rolling process, a constant vertical force was applied 

on the wheel, equal to Qv=1.9γgbd
2
. The soil unit weight and 

the vertical force Qv were applied with ramp amplitude over a 

period of 60d (ρ/E)
 1/2

 and 180d (ρ/E)
 1/2

 respectively, and the 

total duration of the second step was equal to 1180d (ρ/E)
 1/2

. 

Concentrated mass equal to Qv/g, as well as rotary inertia 

were added to the wheel center. The rotary inertia was set to a 

nonzero number to avoid firstly numerical problems emerging 

from zero pivots. At the same time, the last was selected to be 

sufficiently small to avoid interference of the inertial behavior 

of the wheel to the steady state results.  

 

3.4. Assumptions 

 

The soil is considered to be homogeneous and the wheel 

was considered as rigid body through a rigid body constraint. 

The velocity of the wheel was kept steady during the rolling 

process and it was set to act instantaneously. Contact between 

the wheel and the road for the tangential direction was gov-

erned by the Coulomb friction rule with friction coefficient 

equal to 0.5 and for the normal direction hard contact was 

specified. The base and the outer sidewalls of the soil were 

fully constrained in all three translational degrees of freedom. 

Symmetric boundary conditions were applied on the inner side 

of the road so that the symmetry of the half model can be uti-

lized. The rigid wheel was coupled with a reference point (RP) 

located at its center through a coupling constraint. The RP is 

set to have no lateral displacement, so that it can only move in 

the vertical and longitudinal directions. 

 

3.5. Material Models 

The Mohr-Coulomb (MC) and the linear Drucker-Prager 

(DP) failure criteria were chosen to represent the plastic de-

formation of the soil. Equations that correlate the friction an-

gle and the cohesion between these two failure criteria already 

exist only for specific cases, e.g. triaxial compression or ten-

sion, plane stress/strain conditions, etc. However, in the roll-

ing motion of a wheel, the problem becomes essentially three 

dimensional, in which case the various principal stresses are 

diverse and consequently there is not a unique way to match 

the one model to the other. 

 

A novel relationship has been developed which can be used 

to approximately match the two constitutive models. The yield 

surface for DP is: 
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And the yield surface for MC is: 

 

   1 31 sin 1 sin 2 cos    MCF c           (9) 

By setting equal the two normal vectors of the DP and MC 

yield surfaces at an arbitrary principal stress state, the follow-

ing relations result: 

 arctan 2sin 
 

 (10) 

2 cosDPd c 

 

 (11) 

The two last equations were used to convert the MC param-

eters to DP parameters in ABAQUS and vice versa. The flow 

stress ratio in the DP model was set to unity which means that 

the yield stress in triaxial tension is equal to the yield stress in 

triaxial compression. 

 

 

3.6. Mesh Adaptivity  

During the modeling process of the indentation and the roll-

ing procedure of the rigid wheel, high element distortion was 

observed on the soil, causing numerical errors and conver-

gence instabilities. To avoid these issues the adaptive meshing 

(ALE) option offered in Abaqus/Explicit was utilized in the 

simulation. One remeshing sweep every 10 increments was 

performed, where the calculation of the new mesh is based on 

the priority of improving the aspect ratio of the elements. The 

ALE was set only on the region of the model where the fine 

mesh was located. Given that ALE cannot be implemented in 

a parallel processing mode, the size of the mesh was mini-

mized, since otherwise high computational cost may occur. A 

mesh sensitivity study has been performed and the final mesh 

size was chosen such that the reduction of the element size in 

successive refinements gave an error of lower than 5%. 

 

 

4. Results and Discussion 

4.1. Indentation  

In the current paper the wheel indentation process is being 

modeled as a quasi-static procedure and the results are vali-

dated with numerical and experimental results from the litera-

ture. Results are being presented for two distinct soil catego-

ries; cohesive soils and frictional soils. Both the MC and DP 

failure criteria are being used and a comparison of their behav-

ior is being presented.  

Fig. 3(a) illustrates a comparison between the MC and DP 

failure criteria for the indentation of a rigid wheel with aspect 

ratio b/d=0.3 on a cohesive soil. It is obvious that the numeri-

cal results associated to the DP criterion fit closely to the cor-

responding results associated to the MC criterion as well as 

the numerical results found in Hambleton and Drescher [7]. 

The dimensionless vertical force that is required for a specific 
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sinkage of the wheel increases monotonically for s/d<0.1; 

however, the rate of increase gradually decreases as sinkage 

increases. This fact can be attributed to local soil failure occur-

ring as the wheel displaces downwards.  

In Fig. 3(b) the corresponding results for a frictional soil are 

being presented. In contrast to the cohesive soil, herein the 

MC failure criterion seems to overestimate the expected re-

sults. However, the DP criterion fits closely the results from 

Hambleton and Drescher [7]. Additionally, in both Fig.3 (a) 

and Fig. 3 (b) it was observed that for small values of vertical 

displacements there is good agreement between the results of 

the two types of soils, while with further increase in the sink-

age the DP criterion seems to be more reliable. For the fric-

tional soil a non-associated flow was used (φ≠ψ), since fric-

tional models with associated flow were proved to be unstable. 

The vertical force varies in a quasi-linear way with sinkage in 

the case of frictional soil. 

 

 

4.2. Rolling  

The rolling process of a rigid wheel with and without tread 

patterns was studied. Initially a treadless wheel was developed 

and different aspect ratios (b/d) were examined. Typical as-

pect ratios for wheel are within the limits of 0.1≤b/d≤0.5; 

however, in this study, aiming to highlight the various trends 

in the results, wheels with a maximum of b/d=1.0 have been 

considered. Similar to the indentation results, the results of the 

rolling motion were validated with numerical and experi-

mental results from the literature review [8]. Once the trea-

dless rolling rigid wheel model was validated the lateral and 

longitudinal treads were added.  

Fig. 4(a) illustrates the sinkage of a wheel with aspect ratio 

of s/d=0.3 rolling on a cohesive soil and carrying a vertical 

load equal to and Qv/γbd
2
=1.9. It is observed that the sinkage 

after the imposition of the vertical force increases until it 

reaches a peak value, which occurs after the imposed vertical 

force has reached its maximum value. After this peak value, 

the sinkage decreases and eventually it stabilizes at a constant 

value, which is called the steady-state sinkage. Steady-state 

response is presented for a simulation time of roughly 10 sec. 

It has to be noted that the time period required for the wheel to 

attain its steady-state response is a function of its size (diame-

ter) and the soil properties (density and elasticity modulus). 

Fig. 4(b) shows the steady-state sinkage versus the applied 

vertical load at the wheel center. Several simulations with 

different vertical loads were required in order to obtain the 

curve shown in Fig.4 (b). Good agreement is observed when 

the produced results are compared to numerical and experi-

mental results from the literature [8]. 

Different aspect ratios of a treadless wheel have been con-

sidered for both cohesive and frictional soils. The results for 

sinkage until steady state response are presented in Fig. 5 (a) 

and (b) respectively. It is clearly shown that by increasing the 

aspect ratio of the wheel and for the same amount of vertical 

load the transient as well as the steady state vertical displace-

ment is decreasing. However, by increasing the aspect ratio 

the soil’s accumulation in front of the wheel increases, causing 

an increase in the rolling resistance. This bulldozing effect has 

been noticed in almost all rolling models considered in the 

current study, a typical case of which is shown in Fig.6, where 

the deformed geometry of the soil after its interaction with the 

wheel is shown. In addition, in the cases involving the rolling 

wheel on frictional soils the cohesion was set to a larger value 

than that in the cases where wheel indentation was modeled, 

in order to avoid any numerical instability during the solution. 

Although both the MC and the DP failure criteria have been 

used for modeling the rolling wheel response, only the results 

corresponding to the DP failure criterion are presented here.  

The effect of the dilation angle on the rolling response of 

the treadless wheel is demonstrated. Various dilation angles 

for soil with non-associated flow were examined for a fric-

tional soil and the steady-state results are presented in Fig. 7. 

Similar analyses have been performed by the authors for pure-

ly cohesive soils, but due to numerical instabilities associated 

with the failure models involved, the dilation angle cannot be 

much larger than the friction angle, so their results are not 

presented here. It is apparent in Fig. 7 that under constant ver-

tical loads and with increasing dilation angles the bearing 

capacity of the soil increases which leads to lower sinkage of 

the wheel into the soil. This fact has been already noted in the 

literature; for example Borst and Vermeer [12] carried out 

finite element analyses for strip and circular footings on a 

material with φ=40
o
 and dilation angle ψ=20

o
 and ψ=40

o
, 

where it was found that the analysis with higher angle of dila-

tion showed a peak bearing capacity about 13% higher than 

that with the lower dilation angle. 

Except for the treadless wheel, longitudinally and laterally 

treaded wheels were also considered in this study. An aspect 

ratio of b/d=0.5 was chosen for the treaded wheel. Initially, 

longitudinal tread patterns were created on the wheel and its 

rolling behavior on frictional and cohesive soils was examined. 

The longitudinal tread patterns are characterized by two quan-

tities which have dimensions of length: (a) the depth of the 

tread, denoted by “e”, and (b) the width of the tread contact 

area, denoted by “t”. Therefore, a dimensionless longitudinal 

tread parameter can be defined by the ratio of the two afore-

mentioned lengths, e/t. In Fig. 8 the values of dimensionless 

horizontal displacement (along the axis of wheel motion) and 

dimensionless horizontal force developed on the wheel for a 

frictional soil and two different tread depths are presented. For 

the given vertical load of Qv/γbd
2
=1.9 the wheel with smaller 

ratio e/t requires higher horizontal force than the wheel with 

higher ratio e/t. This is caused mainly due to the fact that the 

longitudinal treads with higher e/t ratio are not totally filled 

with soil, thus producing a resultant traction force which is 

mainly caused by the tread area which comes in contact with 

the underlying soil. On the other hand the longitudinal treads 

with smaller e/t ratio are filled with soil to a higher degree 

than in the former case, which results in higher traction at the 
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wheel – soil contact area, since most of the contact patch in-

teracts with the soil. By further increasing the vertical load the 

wheel with the larger e/t ratio requires even greater horizontal 

force to move. Hence, the optimum e/t ratio for a tire depends 

mainly on the soil properties and the respective bearing capac-

ity factors. It is clear that for different vertical loads the steady 

state response of the wheel varies accordingly. 

 

Finally, a laterally treaded rolling wheel was considered 

with aspect ratio b/d=0.5. The lateral treads were described in 

an analogous manner with the longitudinal treads, by two 

parameters: (a) the ratio of the tread height to the wheel diam-

eter (e/d) and (b) the ratio of the tread contact area to the 

wheel diameter (t/d). The lateral treads were created on the 

wheel perimeter based on their epicentral angle, φd, which is 

the angle with vertex at the wheel center and corresponding to 

the circular arc of the tread. Fig. 9 illustrates the results from a 

rigid rolling laterally treaded wheel. Several analyses have 

been conducted and the slip ratio was measured for each mod-

el. The slip ratio has already been defined in Eq. (1), and re-

lates the translational motion of the wheel to its respective 

rotational motion. In an ideal case in which no slip occurs 

between the wheel and the soil, the slip ratio is zero by defini-

tion. Each curve in Fig. 9 corresponds to a constant t/d ratio, 

and describes the variation of the mean value of the slip ratio 

with the e/d ratio. It is observed that for constant t/d ratio of 

the wheel, as the e/d ratio increases, the mean slip ratio de-

creases, and this is expected since for increasing e/d the lateral 

treads at the perimeter of the wheel control in a higher degree 

its overall rolling response. However, there is not any clear 

trend regarding the variation of t/d, for constant e/d, as it is 

observed that for the largest t/d ratio, the mean slip ratio re-

mains in an intermediate range with respect to lower values of 

t/d. 
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Figure 3. Dimensionless vertical load versus dimensionless sinkage for wheel with b/d=0.3 and (a) cohesive soil (φ=0o, ψ=0o and c/γgd=1.25), (b) 

frictional soil (φ=45o, ψ=0o and c/γgd=1.25×10-2) 
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Figure 4. (a) Dimensionless sinkage versus time for wheel with b/d=0.3 (φ=0o, ψ=0o, c/γgd=1.25) and various values of dimensionless vertical 

load (Qv/γbd2), and (b) Dimensionless steady-state sinkage for a wheel with aspect ratio b/d=0.3 (φ=0o, ψ=0o and c/γgd=1.25) 
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Figure 5. Dimensionless sinkage versus time for various aspect ratios of the wheel: (a) φ=0o, ψ=0o and c/γgd=1.25, Qv/γbd2=1.9, (b) φ=45o, ψ=0o 

and c/γgd=0.25, Qv/γbd2=1.9 

 

Figure 6. Wheel with b/d=0.3 (φ=0o, ψ=0o, c/γgd=1.25, Qv/γbd2=2.4), Left view: direction of travel from left to the right. Right view: front view of 

the wheel 
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Figure 7. Dimensionless sinkage versus time for a rolling wheel with b/d=0.3, φ=45o, c/γgd=0.25, Qv/γbd2=1.9 for various values of the soil dila-

tion angle. 
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Figure 8. Ratio of required horizontal force to vertical load of rolling wheel with b/d=0.3 (φ=45o, c/γgd=0.25) for various combinations of longi-

tudinal tread ratio e/t and dimensionless vertical load Qv/γbd2 
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Figure 9. Slip ratio of rolling laterally treaded wheel with b/d=0.5 (φ=45o, ψ=0o, c/γgd=0.25) versus the lateral tread ratio e/d for various lateral 

tread ratios t/d

 

 

5. Conclusions 

The indentation and rolling responses of a rigid wheel in 

cohesive and frictional soils are presented. The effects of the 

aspect ratio on the quasi-static steady state response of the 

rolling wheel were investigated. It was found that the wheel 

sinkage decreases as its width increases; the same is observed 

for increasing dilation angle of the underlying soil. A novel 

approach has been presented for the matching of Mohr-

Coulomb and Drucker-Prager models in three dimensions, 

which is confirmed by the numerical results. The bulldozing 

effect has been successfully reproduced during the analyses 

and the effects of the longitudinal and lateral tread patterns on 

the wheel slip ratio have been investigated. Further research 

regarding the rigid wheel-soil interaction could include the 

consideration of deformable wheel, treads in an oblique direc-

tion with respect to the axis of motion, or the inclusion of the 

possibility of varying velocity of the wheel (driven or towed). 
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Nomenclature 

b wheel width or the smaller dimen-

sion of the wheel/terrain contact patch 

[m] 

Bi soil bearing capacity [kPa] 

c soil cohesion (Mohr-Coulomb) [Pa] 

d wheel diameter [m] 

dDP cohesion (Drucker-Prager) [Pa] 

e tread height [m] 

E soil modulus of elasticity [Pa] 

FM failure surface of MC model [Pa] 

FD failure surface of DP model [Pa] 

g gravity constant [m/s
2
] 

is wheel slip ratio [-] 

jd shear displacement [m] 

kc parameter due to cohesive effects [kN/m
n+1

] 

Kd shear deformation modulus [m] 

kφ parameter due to frictional effects [kN/m
n+2

] 

n deformation exponent [-] 

p vertical average contact pressure [kPa] 

Qv vertical load on wheel center [N] 

R wheel radius [m] 

s depth of sinkage [m] 

t width of tread contact area [m] 

vx horizontal velocity of wheel center [m/s] 

z depth of sinkage [m] 

β friction angle (Drucker-Prager) [deg] 

γ soil specific weight [N/m
3
] 

θ Angle describing the location of 

any point in the wheel –soil contact 

patch 

[rad] 

θ1 angle of initial contact with soil [rad] 

θ2 exit angle [rad] 

ρ soil density [kg/m
3
] 

σn normal stress distribution [Pa] 

τ shear stress [Pa] 

φ soil friction angle (Mohr-Coulomb) [rad] 

φd epicentral angle of lateral tread [deg] 

ψ soil dilation angle [deg] 

ω angular velocity of the wheel [rad/s] 
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